
manufacture
1. [͵mænjʋʹfæktʃə] n

1. производство, изготовление; обработка; процесс изготовления
cloth manufacture - суконное производство
large-scale manufacture - крупносерийное производство
manufacture mark - фабричноеклеймо
of home /domestic/ [foreign] manufacture - отечественного [иностранного] производства /изготовления/
verses of my own manufacture - шутл. мои собственные стихи; стихи собственного производства

2. чаще pl изделие, продукт, фабрикат
3. механическое изготовление, фабрикация(книг, картин и т. п. )
4. фабрикация(ложных сведений и т. п. )

2. [͵mænjʋʹfæktʃə] v
1. производить, изготовлять; выделывать; перерабатывать(сырьё )

to manufacture shoes [steel] - производить обувь [сталь]
poisons manufactured within the system - яды, вырабатываемыеорганизмом

2. делать по шаблону, трафарету, штамповать
to manufacture novels by the dozen - печь романы как блины
to manufacture pot-boilers - создавать халтурные произведения

3. фабриковать, изобретать(ложь и т. п. )
to manufacture false evidence - фабриковатьдоказательства
to manufacture a charge - состряпать обвинение
to manufacture an excuse - придумать предлог
to manufacture news - фабриковатьсообщения для публикации
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manufacture
manu·fac·ture [manufacture manufactures manufactured manufacturing ] verb,
noun BrE [ˌmænjuˈfæktʃə(r)] NAmE [ˌmænjuˈfæktʃər]
verb
1. ~ sth to make goods in large quantities , using machinery

Syn:↑mass-produce

• manufactured goods
2. ~ sth to invent a story, an excuse, etc

• a news story manufactured by an unscrupulous journalist
3. ~ sth (technical) to produce a substance

• Vitamins cannot be manufactured by our bodies.
• Plants use the sun's light to manufacture their food.

Verb forms :

 
Word Origin:
mid 16th cent. (as noun, denoting something made by hand): from French (re-formedby association with Latin manu factum ‘made
by hand’ ), from Italian manifattura. The verbdates from the mid 17th cent.
 
Thesaurus:
manufacture verbT
• The company manufactures bicycle parts.
make • • produce • • mass-produce • • turn sth out • |informal, disapprovingchurn sth out •

a factory that manufactures/makes/produces cars/mainframes /microchips
manufacture/make/produce/turn out/churn out 900 cars a week
manufactured/mass-produced goods

Manufacture or produce? Manufacture is more often used in business contexts and emphasizes the process of making
goods; produce emphasizes the finished product.

 
Example Bank :

• The evidence against him had been largely manufactured.
• There were claims that the entire row had been manufactured by the press.
• This company manufactures the equipment used to make contact lenses.

 
noun
1. uncountable the process of producing goods in large quantities
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Syn:↑mass production

• the manufacture of cars
• What is the date of manufacture?

2. manufactures plural (technical) manufactured goods
• a major importer of cotton manufactures

Word Origin:
mid 16th cent. (as noun, denoting something made by hand): from French (re-formedby association with Latin manu factum ‘made
by hand’ ), from Italian manifattura. The verbdates from the mid 17th cent.

Example Bank:
• The date of manufacture of the jewellery has not been authenticated.
• They commenced large-scale commercial manufacture of the chairs in January.
• cotton ropes of local manufacture
• car/steel production/manufacture
• cloth/vehicle manufacture
• manufacturing industry

manufacture
I. man u fac ture 1 /ˌmænjəˈfæktʃə, ˌmænjʊˈfæktʃə $ -ər/ BrE AmE verb [transitive]

1. to use machines to make goods or materials, usually in large numbers or amounts:
the company that manufactured the drug
manufactured goods

2. to invent an untrue story, excuse etc SYN fabricate :
If the media can manufacture stories like this, who are we supposed to believe?

3. technical if your body manufactures a particular useful substance, it produces it
• • •

THESAURUS
▪ make used about things you make yourself, or things that are made in a factory: Diane makes all her own clothes. | My camera
was made in China.
▪ produce to make something in large quantities to be sold, or to make something as the result of a natural process: The factory
produces high-quality steel. | Japan produces some of the most advancedmobile phones. | The pancreas is a gland in your body
which produces hormones.
▪ create to make something new and original: Tarantino created a whole new style of films. | Many companies invest a lot of
money in creating new products. | Potter was famous for creating characters such as ‘Peter Rabbit’. | This technique is used to
create images of beautiful forests.
▪ manufacture to make machines, cars, equipment etc in factories: The company manufactures aircraft parts.
▪ mass-produce to make very large quantities of something in a factory: They developeda way to mass-produce the drug.
▪ develop to design and make something new overa period of time: In 1962, Enders developedan effectivevaccine against
measles. | The company is developingnew anti-virus software.
▪ form to make something as the result of a natural process or chemical reaction: Hydrogen and oxygen combine to form water. |
The research will help us understand how planets are formed.
▪ generate to make something such as heat, electricity, or power: Wind can be used to generate electricity.

II. manufacture 2 BrE AmE noun
[Date: 1500-1600; Language: French; Origin: Latin manu factus 'made by hand']
1. [uncountable] the process of making goods or materials using machines, usually in large numbers or amounts:

Cost will determine the methods of manufacture.
2. manufactures [plural] technical goods that are produced in large quantities using machinery
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